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Abstract: There are different viewpoints on the scientific-theoretical analysis of the category 

of modality. Specific feature of the application of this semantic category varies in different 

languages, as they differ in form and meaning. The reflection of modality in linguistics in due 

course changes, develops and becomes a reason of the emergence of new scientific and theoretical 

viewpoints. 
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Introduction. In the modern linguistic scientific centres, the notion of modality has been 

widely applied in linguistics and as a semantic category it shows communication aspects that are 

rich in content and raise the prestige of the expressed opinions in the communication process.  

Discussions and results. These days there is a number of researches, carried out in the world 

on the studies of the category of modality the level of a particular language including the following 

directions: definition of the conceptual characteristics of the category of modality; scientific 

grounding of the significance of the text modality in the disclosure of cognitive, national and 

cultural peculiarities of the category of modality; definition of the relation of modality with other 

semantic categories; considering the person and time while defining the characteristics of the 

category of modality; grounding the harmony of the motive with the category of modality in tales. 

In spite of the sufficient quantity of the works on the characteristics of modality, yet there is 

no common fixed opinion regarding its content and volume. 

The category of modality is one of the questions that have interested not only the scientists of 

the natural and social sciences, but linguists as well. It is no secret that, in the course of time, the 

reflection of this category in linguistics tends to change and develop. According to the information, 

the first man to introduce the notion of "Modality" into science was Aristotle. Since then, modality 

is considered the main topic of many philosophical, logical and linguistic sciences. It is known that 

"Modality (lat. modalis – measurement, method) is a functional-semantic category, which expresses 

different types of relations to the reality" . 

Sh.Bally characterizes the category of modality as follows: "Modality is a heart and soul of 

the sentence" . F.Bruno grounded the ways of expression of the modal notions as wish, supposition, 

faith, request and decline basing on the linguistic direction "from sense to form". In the scholar’s 

judgement, "Sound, time, order of words and verb moods are the means expressing the category of 

modality" . V.Gak proved that community in the relations between the speaker and the reporter is 

one type of modality. In his opinion, "Modality is divided into three levels: 1) declarative and 

performative" (J’ordonne que Pierre vienne) modality as report (Je dis que Pierre viendra); 2) 

confidence (je sais) and probability–knowledge of reality (Je suppose); 3) wish (je veux qu’il 

vienne)– relations" . J.Muir studied the category of modality from the point of view of the English 

language, particularly underlined fineness of the modal significance and entered them in the section 

of modality: "Verb forms are called mood and express such modal meaning as affirmation, question 

and command" .  M.Hallidey asserts that "Modality is an important functional characteristics of the 

dialogue, interpersonal function, form of expression of the speaker participating in the dialogue" . 
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Besides, "There is no any other category in the language that would provoke different contradicting 

opinions and interpretation of its significance in the language" . The existence of a great many 

opportunities for the demonstration of modality testifies that this category is commonlingual and its 

investigation important for the consciousness of the notion of language structure. Above-mentioned 

language marks play a leading role in the determination of the category of modality and definition 

of predicates. They serve a precise and economical statement and transfer of messages of different 

content, and form lexical, semantic and grammatical categories.  

The word modus is derived from the latin "modus" and means  image, form, method and 

dictum, and translated from the latin as stated opinion. "It is known that the notion of the category 

of modus was brought into linguistics by Sh.Bally. In the scholar’s opinion, "Explicit sentence 

consists of 2 parts, one of which is correlative to the formation process of imagination and called 

"dictum", and the second is correlative to the operations fulfilled by an intelligent subject and is 

called "modus" . In his research, scientist N.Makhmudov describes the peculiarities of the 

expression of dictum and modus's meaning in the complex sentences: "...and here we need to differ 

dictum from modus - meaning with two different characters". We agree Gak’s opinion that, 

"Dictum reflects reality, and modus expresses the attitude of the speaker to the reality" . No matter 

what type of sentence it is, simple or complex, it always has modus and dictum. Complementing 

each other and being interconnected, dictum and modus express one event. 

In modern linguistics, the first place is given not to the language awareness, but studying the 

relations between language, culture and person and the question of mutual understanding. 

Interconnection between this three is an important aspect in the studies of the national-cultural 

characteristics of the language.The role of the language and culture in the development of category 

of modality is huge. As S.S.Vaulin states, "Language reflects the reality indirectly, through its 

structure; modality in the language is "a wide semantic category that consists of two different layers 

– ontological and gnosiological modalities" . And what is more, in the comparison of the category 

of modality, we can notice interlanguage linguocultural differences as modality is closely connected 

with national images, that is, cultural concepts of different nations.  

The existence of wide opportunities in the expression of modality testifies the importance of 

its study in understanding the essence of language construction, and to its being a general lingual 

phenomenon of this category. 

The expression of the category of modality in different languages and general differences 

between them: the aim and the opinion told by the speaker in the sentence and communicative 

functions of the sentence, description of the notions of affirmation and negation; evaluation of two 

types of semantic notions, that is, evaluation of the reality from the side of the speaker and the level 

of trust of the speaker to the messages sent to him; the expression of the feelings and characteristics 

in the content of the speech of the speaker; the division of modality into objective and subjective 

categories; the expression of connotative modality. 

The expression of the notions of modus and dictum in language units of the category of 

modality, the reflection of the reality by dictum, the expression of the attitude of the speaker to the 

reality by modus, display of the interconnection between modality, modus and dictum in linguistics. 

Conclusion. Even though the tales form motives not big in size, they play a great role in the 

exposure of the characteristics peculiar to the category of modality. Moreover, we can see that 

modality, expressing different displays of the attitude of ideas towards reality, has an important 

significance in the analysis and comparison of the texts, in the exposure and assessment of the 

sentence semantics. 
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